
Introducing The Ring Rescue Kit
The New Standard For Stuck Ring Removal



Featuring The Dolphin Ring Cutter
Safer, Faster, Cuts Any Ring Metal



The Ring Rescue Kit
What’s Included

Ring Rescue 
Compression Device– 
The non-destructive 
solution for stuck ring 
removal. Shrink the 
finger, remove the ring, 
preserve the memory

Dolphin™ Ring Cutter– 
The world’s best ring cutter

4-Pack of 
AssureCUT™ Discs– 
One single-use disc to 
cut any metal

Ring Lubricant– 2 in 1 
formula to aid in both 
non-destructive and 
destructive ring removal

Wall Power 
Adapter– The 
Dolphin™ can be 
used cordless or 
corded so you never 
have to be without



Ring Rescue DolphinTM Ring Cutter
Features & Benefits

Cuts any ring metal– Have 
confidence you can cut any 
ring metal you come up 
against

Reduced risk of burns 
compared to current ring 
cutting methods– The 
device uses a slow spinning 
blade to minimize heat 
generation (when used 
following manufacturer’s 
instructions)

Fast & effective cut– The 
automatic guard uses a 
feedback loop to adapt to any 
ring, while controlling heat 
generation

Over Power Alert– If the 
device detects a cutting force 
that is too high signally 
improper use, it will alert the 
user, or if required, turn the 
motor off

Dual-powered– 60 minutes 
of cutting time battery life with 
backup corded operation so 
you never have to worry about 
being without a solution

Single-person operation– 
No need for multiple people to 
assist in ring cutting. We have 
added automation to make 
ring cutting a seamless process



Ring Rescue DolphinTM Ring Cutter
Compared to Current Ring Cutting Methods

Significantly Reduced Risk of Thermal Burns– The Dolphin has a slow 
spinning disc and cutting power protection to keep patient safety as a top priority. 
Current electric methods use a high-speed spinning blade which can cause 
significant burns to the patient (pictured left) and risk of lacerations

No failed cutting– With the Dolphin Ring Cutter, you can be confident in cutting any ring 
metal. Current ring cutting methods are not designed for difficult metals such as Titanium 
and Tungsten, or uniquely designed rings. This can cause ring cutting to be extremely time 
consuming, take multiple blades and in some cases, be impossible with the tools at hand

Single person operation– Current electric ring cutting methods require multiple 
people to assist. One to do the cutting, one to apply a coolant to reduce the risk of 
thermal burn and one to hold a guard in place as a barrier between the ring and the 
finger to protect it from being cut. This creates a large opportunity cost for these 
departments. The Dolphin creates a seamless single person process for ring cutting to 
significantly reduce the human resources required



Ring Rescue DolphinTM Ring Cutter
User Indicators

Progress 
Indicator– 
Shows you how 
far through the 
cut you are

Lubricant/Information 
Indicator– Lights will flash blue to 
indicate its time to apply Ring 
Lubricant to the disc to help ensure 
an efficient cut. Lights will flash 
yellow in cases of improper use or 
other issue

Battery Life Indicator– 
Never guess how much 
charge you have left



Ring Rescue DolphinTM Ring Cutter
Other Features

Quick Disc 
Change 
System– 
Easily install 
new disc for 
each ring 
removal 
within 
seconds

Automated 
Guard– Applies 
consistent force 
to allow for the 
most efficient cut Guard Open Switch– 

Allows you to open the 
guard to insert it 
underneath the ring

Work Light– Gives you extra line 
of sight to ensure the guard is 
properly under the ring

Guard Close 
Switch– Allows 
you to close the 
guard against the 
disc and into the 
cutting position

Trigger– Once you’ve closed the guard so 
the cutting disc is touching the ring, you 
release the Guard Close Switch and pull 
the trigger to begin cutting



Ring Rescue AssureCUTTM Discs
Making Ring Cutting Easy

One disc to cut all ring metals– 
AssureCUT Discs are designed to cut 
through all ring metals, even the most 
difficult ones such as Tungsten, Cobalt 
and Titanium

Slim design– Durable yet thin cutting 
disc that leaves a smooth and clean cut 
allowing for easy repair in many cases

Single-Use– No more guessing if your 
cutting disc is dull. Our discs are 
single-use to ensure the most safe and 
efficient cut, every time



Ring Rescue Compression Device
Shrink the finger, remove the ring, preserve the memory



Ring Rescue Compression Device
Features & Benefits

Shrinks the finger 100% of the time– The 
Compression Device uses uniform air pressure to 
temporarily shrink finger size, allowing professionals to 
manipulate the ring off of the finger intact in most cases

Reduces risk– Current non-destructive methods such as 
the string-wrap technique can cause damage to the finger 
due to the high-point load force. The Compression Device 
uses a safe amount of uniform air pressure that should 
cause no discomfort for the patient

Increases patient satisfaction– Rings are usually 
extremely sentimental and/or valuable to the individual 
wearing it. Patients will often do whatever it takes to avoid 
having their ring cut and are very appreciative when you 
attempt to remove their ring without cutting leading to 
higher patient satisfaction rates



Ring Rescue Lubricant
Features & Benefits

Non-hydrating– Water based lubricants are hydrating which can 
cause a slight increase in the size of the finger and work against you 
in removing a ring non-destructively. Our lubricant will not increase 
finger size to give you the best chance to remove the ring intact

Aids in temperature regulation during cutting– The Ring 
Lubricant is designed to aid in keeping the ring temperature low 
during the cutting process. Consistent periodic application of Ring 
Lubricant to the spinning disc when indicated by the Dolphin is 
essential in helping to regulate the temperature during the cutting 
process and also helps keep the cut efficient 

Safe on skin– Ring Rescue Lubricant meets North American and 
European standards for safety. It is safe and intended to use on skin 
unlike other lubricants that are sometimes used in non-destructive 
ring removal attempts


